Abstract Uncertainty sampling is an effective method for performing active learning that is computationally efficient compared to other active learning methods such as loss-reduction methods. However, unlike loss-reduction methods, uncertainty sampling cannot minimize total misclassification costs when errors incur different costs. This paper introduces a method for performing cost-sensitive uncertainty sampling that makes use of self-training. We show that, even when misclassification costs are equal, this self-training approach results in faster reduction of loss as a function of number of points labeled and more reliable posterior probability estimates as compared to standard uncertainty sampling. We also show why other more naive methods of modifying uncertainty sampling to minimize total misclassification costs will not always work well.
will incur different costs. For example, in medical domains such as cancer detection, the misclassification costs are quite different for misdiagnosing a healthy versus unhealthy patient. An active learning approach that reduces 0-1 loss may not effectively lead to a classifier that reduces the total misclassification cost.
In this paper, we address the use of uncertainty sampling for reducing total misclassification cost. In contrast to loss-reduction methods, uncertainty sampling methods for active learning are computationally efficient. However, it is difficult to guide an uncertainty sampling approach to minimize arbitrary loss. We present a simple modification to uncertainty sampling based on self-training that allows for the efficient construction of cost-sensitive learners. We further show that several other naive methods of modifying uncertainty sampling to be cost-sensitive will not work well in general.
Background and related work
Having a sufficient number of labeled examples is important for learning a good classifier. In many cases, however, acquiring ground truth for a large number of examples is an expensive and time-consuming task, while unlabeled samples are easier to obtain. Active learning algorithms in general aim to achieve lower error rates than passive learning with the same or a fewer number of labeled samples.
Pool-based active learning is an iterative process where, on each iteration of active learning, the active learner chooses n points from the currently unlabeled pool of training data U , presents these n points to an oracle for labeling, and then adds these n recently labeled points to the labeled training data L (see Settles 2009 for a recent survey of active learning). Various approaches have been proposed for selecting points in U , such as uncertainty sampling methods (Lewis and Catlett 1994) and loss reduction methods (Roy and McCallum 2001) .
To the best of our knowledge, most papers on handling misclassification costs for poolbased active learning pose the problem as an error-reduction or loss-reduction approach (Roy and McCallum 2001; Margineantu 2005) . One exception is Saar-Tsechansky and Provost (2007) , which uses an uncertainty sampling approach for decision-centric learning, a problem related to cost-sensitive learning. However, Saar-Tsechansky and Provost (2007) uses only the points selected for labeling during active learning to estimate posterior probabilities. We will show in the next section that this can result in poor estimates, particularly for generative classifiers.
An interesting approach for reducing various losses in a stream-based active learning setting has recently been introduced (Beygelzimer et al. 2009 ). However, a direct comparison between stream-based and pool-based approaches is outside the scope of this paper. We should also note that, in contrast to more theoretically motivated papers such as Beygelzimer et al. (2009) and (among others) which focus on bounds, in this paper, we focus primarily on empirical results. This is not surprising since we modify uncertainty sampling, an active learning approach which has no strong theoretical guarantees, but has performed well empirically in many published studies.
As noted by many (e.g., see Settles 2009), loss-reduction approaches for pool-based active learning are computationally costly since they require that a classifier be trained |U| * |C| times on every iteration of active learning, where |C| is the number of classes. While Roy and McCallum (2001) offers advice on speeding up this process (e.g., subsampling, iterative learners), loss-reduction approaches can still be very computationally expensive.
The main advantage of using an uncertainty sampling approach over a loss reduction approach is computational efficiency. In this paper, we present an approach which allows uncertainty sampling to handle different misclassification costs through the use of a technique called self-training (Yarowsky 1995) . Self-training is a popular semi-supervised learning algorithm. In self-training, the classifier produces (predicted) class labels for unlabeled data, and uses the unlabeled data with predicted labels as augmented training data to re-train the classifier itself. The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm can be thought of as a self-training algorithm (Zhu 2005) . Self-training has been successfully applied to various applications such as object detection (Rosenberg et al. 2005 ) and natural language processing (Yarowsky 1995; Ando and Zhang 2005; McClosky et al. 2006) . It is commonly known that active learning and semi-supervised learning are useful when unlabeled data is easier to obtain than labeled data, and in this paper we show that there are additional benefits for cost-sensitive learning problems. Notably, in , a cluster-based active learning approach is proposed which also makes use of semi-supervised information; the authors also make many good comments on the problematic nature of "biased samples" obtained during active learning if one does not use self-training.
In Elkan (2001) , cost-sensitive learning is posed as a classification problem where misclassification costs are encoded in a cost matrix C, where C(i, j ) is the cost for misclassifying a point from class j as a point from class i. The goal of cost-sensitive learning is to minimize the average misclassification cost of points in some unseen test set. More formally, let x represent an instance in the dataset and let P (j|x) be the (estimated) posterior probability that x is in the j th class as predicted by some supervised learner. Then, the optimal classification as described in Elkan (2001) is to classify x as the class i that minimizes j P (j|x) C(i, j ) , where min i j P (j|x)C(i, j ) is called the class conditional risk. This allows for a simple method of making classifiers that produce posterior probabilities (e.g., logistic regression, maximum likelihood) cost-sensitive. It is important, therefore, to have accurate posterior probability estimates in order to perform cost-sensitive learning. One active learning method which was designed to produce good posterior probability estimates is Bootstrap-LV (Saar-Tsechansky and Provost 2004). We have found in preliminary experiments that Bootstrap-LV seems to suffer from problems similar to those described in Sect. 3.2 and performs poorly (i.e., worse than random sampling) on text classification experiments with a multinomial maximum likelihood classifier (c4.5 was used in Saar-Tsechansky and Provost (2004) ). Thus, we do not consider Bootstrap-LV further in this paper.
3 Cost-sensitive active learning 3.1 Naive methods of cost-sensitive uncertainty sampling
In this section, we first list a number of simple approaches for incorporating misclassification costs into active learning. While at first glance, these may appear to be appropriate modifications to uncertainty sampling, all three of these methods are problematic.
1. Naive Algorithm 1: Modify uncertainty scores to take costs into account; for example, instead of looking at margin between posterior probabilities, look at margin between class conditional risks 2. Naive Algorithm 2: Use a cost-sensitive classifier in the active learning process (i.e., pick points based on the uncertainty of a cost-sensitive learner) 3. Naive Algorithm 3: Pick points as in normal uncertainty sampling, but train a costsensitive classifier on L; we will refer to this algorithm as "cost-sensitive uncertainty sampling", or "CS US"
All of these approaches need good, reliable posterior probability estimates. We will now show that posterior probabilities estimated from uncertainty sampling can be poor and unreliable, even for simple, easily separable problems.
Uncertainty sampling and posterior probability estimation
One can analytically show a case of active learning with a Bayesian classifier where the decision boundary is correct in expectation, but the expected values for the estimated parameters actually get worse as the active learning process progresses. We will show this for query-based learning, 1 meaning that, in the following 1-d example, the active learner can ask for the label of any possible point x ∈ R.
Assume a simple two-class problem where the class-conditional distributions of the positive and negative classes are Gaussian with means μ + and μ − and with the same variance σ 2 . Also assume that σ 2 and P (y + ) = P (y − ) = 0.5 are known. A maximum likelihood (ML) classifier is applied. Since σ 2 is known, the only parameters that need to be estimated are the means. Letμ +,t andμ −,t be the estimates of means μ + and μ − after the t -th iteration of active learning. In the Appendix, we show that E[μ ·,t ] actually moves away from the true means as t increases. One can also provide simple examples where this can also occur when σ 2 is estimated.
Continuing the above example, what happens to the estimated posterior probabilities as active learning progresses? One can show that the posterior probability of the positive class is of the form P (y
That is, as t increases, the "slope" of the sigmoid P (y + |x) decreases in expectation.
2 Thus, if one uses posterior probabilities as a measure of confidence, this means that, surprisingly, while the classification of points near the decision boundary remains unchanged, the confidence in these predictions actually decreases as t increases.
Let us consider a second, simple example 1-d dataset consisting of two, perfectly separable classes with equal priors distributed around the true decision boundary x = 0 such that all points greater than belong to the positive class and all points less than − belong to the negative class. The initial labeled dataset consists of n +,0 positive examples and n −,0 negative examples with means μ + > and μ − < − , respectively. Then, since we are running query-based active learning, on each iteration of active learning, one will draw points from either or − , since these are the most uncertain points. For a given setting, 3 Fig. 1 plots the posterior probability P (y + |x) as a function of x obtained using Gaussian maximum likelihood for increasing number of samples drawn from and − .
The posterior probability learned from Gaussian maximum likelihood actually becomes less certain as more points are sampled. One can show that the slope of the sigmoid P (y + |x) at P (y + |x) = 0.5 is equal to .25 1 σ 2 (μ −,t −μ +,t ), whereσ is the estimate of σ . For the values in the example in Fig. 1 , the distance between the estimated means changes more rapidly than the estimated variance, causing the slope to initially decrease as more points are added. Asσ 2 eventually becomes small enough, the slope of the posterior probability slowly becomes sharper. However, the rate at which the sigmoid becomes sharper is quite slow, and it takes many samples to reach the same "confidence" learned with much fewer labeled 1 As opposed to pool-based active learning, where only points that occur in U , the unlabeled training data, can be labeled. points. Numerically, from Fig. 1 , one can see that, the slope of the posterior probability is initially quite "sharp" after just two queries. However, with just a few more queries, the slope of the posterior probability decreases significantly, and continues to decrease until around 150 points are added. Beyond 150 points, the variance begins to change more than the distance in means, causing the slope of the posterior probability to increase again. However, this process is quite slow, and even after querying 3000 points, the posterior probabilities near the decision boundary are still not as confident as probabilities obtained when the active learning process began. In short, the estimated posterior is unreliable, and the parameter estimates are poor.
Thus, if one uses posterior probability as a measure of confidence, one can show that, even for simple, completely separable cases, the confidence in predictions of points near the decision boundary can actually get worse as more points are labeled via uncertainty sampling for certain classifiers. Discriminative classifiers seem to be more immune to this problem, but it is difficult to make claims for such a broad class of classifiers.
For 0-1 loss, poor posteriors are not necessarily a problem, since one can have accurate classification even with poor posterior probability estimates. However, since posterior probability estimates are required to create cost-sensitive models for many classifiers, these poor posterior probabilities are particularly problematic when unequal misclassification costs are present.
Implications for cost-sensitive uncertainty sampling
Since posterior probability estimates can be inaccurate due to the biased nature of uncertainty sampling, the naive methods of cost-sensitive uncertainty sampling listed above will fail on many datasets. Any variants of these algorithms (such as a combination of naive algorithms 1 and 2) which assume that the uncertainty sampling process results in a representative set of points will also perform poorly.
Empirically, naive methods 1 and 2 tend to perform very poorly across a wide range of datasets (naive method 1 is particularly poor). The third method, which picks points nor-mally but trains a cost-sensitive classifier on the labeled points, works reasonably on many datasets (e.g., the results on hyperspectral data shown later in this paper), but will perform very poorly on some datasets (e.g., the page-blocks dataset in Fig. 6 and the k1b dataset in Fig. 7) . For the sake of brevity, we will not include results for naive methods 1 or 2. However, we will use the third method, which tended to outperform the other two methods in preliminary experiments, as a baseline which we will call "cost-sensitive uncertainty sampling" or "CS US" for short.
4 Cost-sensitive uncertainty sampling with self-training Our proposed algorithm involves combining uncertainty sampling with self-training as follows:
1. Input: Initial labeled set L, unlabeled set U 2. On each iteration of active learning, do the following:
(a) Select n points from U based on uncertainty sampling; label and add to L (b) Retrain classifier on L (c) Classify all points in U (d) Using known labels and points in L and predicted labels for U , train a cost-sensitive classifier
We will refer to this algorithm as the "cost-sensitive uncertainty sampling with selftraining" approach, or "CS USST" for short. In our experiments, we will also use a baseline known as "uncertainty sampling with self-training" (or "USST"), which is the same as "CS USST" except for the last step, where a cost-insensitive classifier is trained instead of a cost-sensitive classifier.
The motivation for this algorithm is that uncertainty sampling is useful for finding the decision boundary for 0-1 loss. However, as discussed in the previous section, the points picked by uncertainty sampling are unreliable for estimating model parameters and posterior probabilities. Thus, since uncertainty sampling is useful for finding 0-1 loss, the idea is to classify the unlabeled points in U and use these predicted class labels in a semi-supervised manner to find model parameters using all points in the training set.
An alternate motivation can be given by comparing the effect of uncertainty sampling with self-training against an uncertainty sampling approach with no self-training on the parameter estimates of a Gaussian maximum likelihood classifier. The regular uncertainty sampling approach will train on biased samples drawn from near the decision boundary. While the classes may be modeled well with Gaussian distributions, the biased samples near the decision boundary will not produce good estimates of mean and covariance. However, by self-training, one takes into account the entire set of points, meaning that the self-training approach will result in more accurate mean and covariance estimates since it includes more than just the biased sample of points near the decision boundary. Thus, in terms of the example given in Fig. 1 , USST will result in more accurate posterior probability estimates than normal uncertainty sampling.
Note that there is no restriction in the algorithm that uncertainty sampling must be used. Thus, a query-by-committee or loss-reduction approach can be used instead. The incorporation of self-training should be useful for QBC methods (Seung et al. 1992 ) since one can consider QBC methods to be uncertainty sampling methods where one is using an ensemble classifier instead of a single classifier. Preliminary experiments with loss-reduction show that combining loss-reduction methods with self-training reduces loss more quickly than just using loss-reduction. However, it should be emphasized that self-training is essential for producing a reliable cost-sensitive uncertainty sampling algorithm, but is merely beneficial for making loss-reduction algorithms efficient since it is already easy to incorporate misclassification costs into loss reduction methods.
In addition, the CS USST algorithm does not affect the selection of points. That is, the points selected by CS USST are no different than the points selected by a normal uncertainty sampling approach. Computationally, one only performs the final step of the CS USST algorithm when building the final classifier. If one is simply labeling points via the active learning process, only one classifier needs to be retrained on each step of active learning.
Note that one could affect the selection of points by self-training on step 2b of the algorithm as well. However, initial experiments show that this computationally more expensive approach is not much better than the CS USST algorithm as presented, so we do not include results for such an algorithm.
Experiments

Experimental setup
We present results on several domains of data, although the majority of results will be for hyperspectral datasets. These datasets are described more fully below.
In each of our experiments, we partition the data into training and test sets using five runs of ten-fold cross-validation and average the results. We use stratified sampling such that each fold has the same proportion of points from each class. Once the training and test sets have been created, 10% of the training data is randomly selected and labeled to form the initial labeled set L, and the remaining unlabeled training data is placed in U . On each iteration of active learning, 10 points are labeled.
In our experiments, we vary misclassification cost on the positive class between 1 and 25, and keep the misclassification cost on the negative class equal to 1. Because of lack of space, we only present results for c + = 1 (i.e., equal misclassification costs for all points) and c + = 10. For c + > 1, general trends on each dataset do not vary much, so results for other costs c + > 1 are similar to results for c + = 10.
In each experiment, we run a baseline algorithm called "cost-sensitive random sampling" or "CS RS" consisting of a cost-sensitive learner trained from randomly sampled points.
Datasets
Hyperspectral data
Land cover classification by hyperspectral image data analysis has become an important part of remote sensing research in recent years (Landgrebe 2002) . Experiments were performed using hyperspectral images taken from two geographically different locations: NASA's John F. Kennedy Space Center(KSC) (Morgan 2002 ) and the Okavango Delta in Botswana (Ham et al. 2005 ). We will call the two datasets the KSC and Botswana datasets, respectively. The goal of these datasets is to correctly classify types of land. We will restrict our analysis to two-class problems in this paper (i.e., classifying one particular land type versus another).
We preprocess the data in two ways that are known to be effective for classifying hyperspectral data. First we utilized spatial information in addition to the spectral information, via the max-cut algorithm described in Chen et al. (2007) , where a pixel's feature vector is augmented with features from neighboring pixels whose spectral features are similar to the pixel of interest. The max-cut algorithm takes advantage of unsupervised information and provides a way to identify pixels that are close both in physical and spectral spaces, and produces more accurate and stable classification results for spatial data. Second, we applied best-basis feature reduction which exploits the high correlation between certain adjacent spectral bands, and is tailored for hyperspectral data analysis (Kumar et al. 2001) .
For the hyperspectral datasets, we run both LDA and logistic regression. We use uncertainty scores inversely proportional to the margin between the largest posterior probability and second largest posterior probability.
Other domains
We also ran experiments on other domains, including various low-dimensional datasets and text classification datasets.
The low-dimensional datasets consisted of data from the UCI data mining repository (Asuncion and Newman 2007) and come from a number of domains. The main feature shared by these classifiers is that they consist of a relatively low-number of numerical features ("low" as compared to hyperspectral or text). We include results from the page-blocks and Wisconsin-breast cancer datasets.
We also ran experiments on various text classification datasets. These data were drawn from the twenty newsgroups dataset (Asuncion and Newman 2007) and sample data in- cluded in the CLUTO toolkit (Karypis 2002) . 4 We include two sample results. The first result uses the k1b dataset from the CLUTO toolkit; here, we concatenate several small classes to form a single positive and single negative class. The second result uses two classes from the twenty newsgroups dataset: comp.graphics and comp.windows.x.
For the low-dimensional data, we use an LDA classifier. For the text classification datasets, we use a maximum likelihood classifier that models each class with a multinomial distribution, a commonly used distribution for modeling text (McCallum and Nigam 1998) . For both classifiers, uncertainty scores are inversely proportional to the margin between the largest posterior probability and second largest posterior probability.
Results
USST versus US
Let us first examine results for experiments where all misclassification costs are equal. The purpose of this section is to examine the effect of self-training on uncertainty sampling. Results for random sampling (RS), uncertainty sampling (US), and uncertainty sampling with self training (USST) are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 on hyperspectral data for LDA and Results are presented in the form of "banana curves", which are commonly used in presenting active learning results. In our figures, average misclassification cost on the test set is plotted against the number of iterations of active learning that have been performed. An alternate metric is to calculate the relative reduction in loss compared to random sampling. We calculate this by looking at the area between a particular active learning curve and the curve obtained for random sampling. In Figs. 2 through 7, we will use an asterisk to denote results where the difference in these areas for CS US and CS USST are statistically significant as determined by a t -test with p-value of 0.05.
As one can see in the figures, USST consistently outperforms standard uncertainty sampling and random sampling. In particular, USST converges to the misclassification cost obtained after all of U has been labeled much faster than either standard uncertainty sampling or random sampling. The difference between USST and US is much larger for LDA, which inherently assumes that the classes are Gaussian, than for logistic regression. This indicates that self-training is more useful for classifiers where some assumption about the distribution of the entire dataset is made.
Regardless of the classifier, USST converges faster or at the same rate as US in these experiments. Thus, even when all misclassification costs are equal, USST is preferable to uncertainty sampling. 
CS USST versus CS US
In this section, we will examine the performance of CS USST. We will compare CS USST against cost-sensitive random sampling (CS RS) and cost-sensitive uncertainty sampling (CS US). Results for hyperspectral data are shown in Fig. 4 for LDA. As mentioned, results tend to be similar regardless of the ratio between c + and c − . From the figures, it is evident that CS USST consistently outperforms the other methods, and all differences between CS USST and CS US are statistically significant.
Results for the hyperspectral datasets are shown in Fig. 5 for a logistic regression classifier. Since the posterior probabilities estimated using logistic regression based on the points selected via uncertainty sampling tend to be fairly accurate, there is not much difference between results obtained for CS USST and CS US. However, CS USST is still consistently better than or equal in performance compared to CS US.
As in the results for c + = 1, the difference between CS USST and CS US are greater for LDA than for logistic regression. Again, this indicates that self-training is more useful for cases where some assumption about the entire distribution of the data is made.
We have also performed experiments using LDA on various low-dimensional datasets. Sample results are shown in Fig 6. Note that, on the page-blocks dataset, CS US actually does very poorly, fluctuating first below then far above the random baseline. In contrast, the performance of CS USST is much more reliable.
Sample results for a multinomial maximum likelihood classifier on text datasets are shown in Fig. 7 . Like the low-dimensional datasets, there is a case where CS US fluctuates wildly, but CS USST does not (the k1b dataset). In addition, these results indicate that CS USST can work well for high-dimensional datasets and cases where the data is clearly not Gaussian.
Thus, while CS US can work well on some problems (e.g., the hyperspectral domain), it is not reliable, and will perform erratically on some problems (e.g., the k1b dataset and page-blocks dataset) where CS USST can still perform well.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a method for using an uncertainty sampling approach to reduce total misclassification cost in cases where misclassification costs are not equal. We also show that self-training is useful for improving the performance of uncertainty sampling even when misclassification costs are equal. Intuitively, self-training is useful since it allows parameters to be estimated from the entire dataset instead of just points near the decision boundary. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to use an uncertainty sampling approach to handle varying misclassification costs instead of the more computationally expensive lossreducing active learning approach. The use of self-training is simple and efficient. Other simple methods either do not work well or perform erratically on different domains. We are currently working on methods of extending USST to other loss functions as well.
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Appendix: Estimated mean by uncertainty sampling
Let q t ∈ R be the queried point on the t th iteration of active learning. Then P (y + |q t ) = P (y − |q t ) = Thus, q t is constant for all iterations t . Since E[μ ·,t ] converges to q t , and q t is a constant, μ +,t gets farther and farther away from μ · on each iteration of active learning. Moreover, one can similarly show that q t falls precisely on the decision boundary, which is also constant for all t . This decision boundary is at q t = q 0 , which, in expectation, can be shown to be the true decision boundary that minimizes Bayesian error rate (i.e., halfway between the true means μ + and μ − ).
